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Abstract
The RINSE simulator is being developed to support
large-scale network security preparedness and training exercises, involving hundreds of players and a modeled network composed of hundreds of LANs. The simulator must
be able to present a realistic rendering of network behavior as attacks are launched and players diagnose events and
try counter measures to keep network services operating.
We describe the architecture and function of RINSE and
outline how techniques like multiresolution traffic modeling and new routing simulation methods are used to address
the scalability challenges of this application. We also describe in more detail new work on CPU/memory models
necessary for the exercise scenarios and a latency absorption technique that will help when extending the range of
client tools usable by the players.

1. Introduction
The climate on the Internet is growing increasingly hostile while organizations are increasingly relying on the Internet for at least some aspects of day-to-day operations.
They are thus being forced to plan and prepare for network
failures or outright attacks—how it might affect them and
what actions to take. With current system complexity, tools
to assist in preparedness evaluation and training are likely
to become more and more important.
The October 2003 Livewire cyber war exercise [1] conducted by the Department of Homeland Security, is one
particular instance of preparedness evaluation and training
that involved companies across industrial sectors as well as
government agencies. More exercises of this type are currently being planned, and based on experiences from the
first event, there was a desire for improved tools to automatically determine the impact on the network from attacks
and defensive actions and the extent to which the network

is capable of delivering the services needed. Providing network simulation tool support for exercises such as Livewire
is particularly challenging because of their scale. Future exercises are expected to involve as many as a couple of hundred participating organizations, and will thus involve many
“players” and a network of significant size.
We are currently developing the Real-time Immersive Network Simulation Environment for network
security exercises (RINSE) to meet this need and address the challenges inherent in this type of application. Hence, the goal for RINSE is to manage large-scale
real-time human/machine-in-the-loop network simulation with a focus on security for exercises and training. It needs to be extensible so that it can evolve over
time, and it needs to be designed with an eye towards security and resilience to hardware faults since these exercises
involve many people and last for several days.
The spectrum of approaches to general large-scale network modeling being explored in the literature range from
hardware emulation testbeds like Emulab [30], network emulators like ModelNet [29], to network simulators like IPTNE [27], GTNetS [6], PDNS [6], and MAYA [31]. Hardware emulation excels in application code realism (running
the real thing), while simulations tend to be more flexible
and have an advantage in terms of scalability. However, the
middle ground is increasingly being explored; for instance,
through increasing emulation support in simulators. For security exercises we like the flexiblity and scalability of simulation, and the safety of unleashing attacks in a simulated
environment rather than on a real network.
Several simulators offer similar capabilities, including
parallel execution, real-time/emulation support, and discrete event/analytic models. However, we believe RINSE
is unique in the way it brings together human/machine-inthe-loop real-time simulation support with multiresolution
network traffic models, attack models that leverage the efficiency of the multiresolution traffic representations, novel
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Figure 1: RINSE architecture
models of host/router resources such as CPU and memory,
and novel routing simulation techniques. In this position paper we provide an overview of RINSE to show how these
techniques are being brought to bear on the problem at hand.
We also detail some specific new contributions: i) a technique for absorbing outside network latency into the simulation model and ii) models for including CPU and memory
effects into network simulations.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the architecture of RINSE and outlines a
simple example scenario that introduces the salient features
of RINSE, described further in Sections 3 to 5. Finally, Section 6 summarizes and outlines future work.

2. RINSE Architecture
RINSE consists of five components: the iSSFNet network simulator, the Simulator Database Manager, a
database, the Data Server, and client-side Network Viewers, as shown in Figure 1. The iSSFNet network simulator, formerly called DaSSFNet, is the latest incarnation of
the C++ network simulator based on the Scalable Simulation Framework (SSF), an Application Programming
Interface (API) for parallel simulations of large-scale networks [3]. iSSFNet runs on top of the iSSF simulation
kernel, which handles synchronization and support functions. iSSF uses a composite synchronous/asynchronous
conservative synchronization mechanism for parallel and distributed execution support [18], and has recently been augmented to include real-time interaction
and network emulation support. iSSFNet runs on parallel machines to support real-time simulation of large-scale
networks.
Each simulation node connects independently to
the Simulator Database Manager, which delivers data
from the simulator to the database and delivers control input from the database to the simulator. On the
user/player side, the Data Server interfaces with client applications, such as the Java-based application “Network

Viewer”, which allows the user to monitor and control the
simulated network. In the future, we plan to evolve the architecture towards using the emulation capabilities to
support direct SNMP interaction with the simulated network devices, thus having regular networking utilities and
network management tools as clients. In the current design, the Data Server performs authentication for each
user, distributes definitions of the client’s view of the network (using the Domain Modeling Language), and provides a simple way for the client applications to access
new data in the database through XML-based remote procedure calls. The Network Viewer clients, a screen shot
shown in Figure 2, provide the users with their local view
of the network (usually only their organization’s network) and periodically poll the Data Server for data. The
Data Server responds with new data for each client, extracted from the database. The game managers, functioning as superusers of an entire exercise, also use Network
Viewer clients, but can have a more global view of the network.
The Network Viewer clients have a simple command
prompt where the user can issue commands to influence the
model. User commands are sent in the opposite direction of
the output data path and injected into the simulator. We currently divide the commands into five categories:
Attack– the game managers can launch attacks against networks or specific servers. RINSE focuses on Denialof-Service effects on networks and devices, so attacks
include DDoS and worms.
Defense– attacks can be blocked or mitigated, for instance
by installing packet filters.
Diagnostic Networking Tools– functionality
similar to some commonly used networking utilities,
such as ping, are supported for the player to diagnose the network.
Device Control– individual devices, such as hosts and
routers, can be shutdown or rebooted.
Simulator Data– commands can be issued to the simulator to control the output, turn on or off trace flow from
a particular host, etc.
Depending on the type of a command, it may be addressing the whole simulator, a particular host or router, a particular interface, or a particular protocol or application on
a host or router. A command handling infrastructure in the
simulator passes the commands from the clients to the appropriate components of the simulation model.

2.1. Example Scenario
Consider a simple scenario where a player is responsible
for a subnetwork, partially shown in Figure 2, containing
among other things a server. Multiple clients are requesting
information from the server through some form of transactions. By transaction we simply mean a request-response

attempts to block traffic on a certain port that has been inadvertently left open by issuing the command:
filter server add 0 deny all all * all * 23

to install a filter on the server to deny packets coming in on
all interfaces, using all protocols, from all source IP addresses (“*”), and all source ports, to all destination IP
addresses (“*”) and destination port 23. Successful filtering blocks packets from reaching the open service daemons
and thus alleviates the load on the server at the expense of
some processing cost for filtering.
We now proceed to describe aspects of the system mentioned here in more detail, starting with the real-time simulation support.

3. Real-time Simulation Support

Figure 2: Network Viewer client screen shot
exchange between the client and the server. Section 4 outlines RINSE’s models for efficient representation of traffic
flows and route computation.
A game manager attempts to disrupt the operations of
the server by launching a DDoS attack against open services on the server, and the player responsible for the network will need to diagnose what is going on and try to take
remedial actions. The game manager launches the attack by
issuing an attack command at the Network Viewer client:
ddos attack attacker server 100 2000

Both attacker and server are symbolic names for the
attacker’s host and the targeted host, respectively. Upon receiving the command (via the command handling infrastructure), the attacker’s host uses a simulated intermediate communication channel (e.g., Internet Relay Chat) to
send attack signals to zombie hosts—hosts under the attacker’s control. These zombie hosts then initiate the denialof-service attack against the targeted victim. The attack is to
last for 100 seconds and each zombie emits traffic at a rate
of 2000 kbits/s. RINSE attack models leverage efficiencies
in its high volume traffic representations (Section 4).
We will assume here that the DDoS traffic simply loads
the open service daemons and thus induces a large CPU load
on the server. This load disrupts the processing of legitimate transactions. As shown in the screen shot in Figure 2,
the player managing the server can monitor the CPU utilization on the server and observe an abnormally high load.
Models of host and router resources like CPU and memory
are described in more detail in Section 5. After determining
that the load likely stems from abnormal traffic, the player

In addition to supporting the RINSE Network Viewer
client, we are currently developing support for the Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP) to allow us to
monitor and control the simulated network devices through
industry-standard network management tools. For that reason, our real-time simulation support must be simple, flexible, and be able to accommodate real-time interactions at
varying degrees of intensity, including both human-in-theloop and machine-in-the-loop simulations. In this section,
we describe the real-time support both in the iSSF parallel
simulation kernel and in the network simulator supported
by iSSF.

3.1. Kernel Support
Over the years, we have seen many network emulators,
ranging from single-link traffic modulators to full-scale network emulation tools, e.g. [25, 29]. Most network emulators
are time-driven. For example, ModelNet [29] stores packets
in “pipes” sorted by the earliest deadline. A scheduler executes periodically (once every 100 µseconds) to emulate
packet moving through the pipes. There are two main drawbacks associated with the time-driven approach: i) the accuracy of the emulation depends on the time granularity of
the scheduler, which largely depends on the target machine
or the target operating system, and ii) there has not been a
good model used by network emulators to accurately characterize the background traffic and its impact on the foreground transactions (i.e., traffic connecting real-time applications). Simulation-based emulation (also referred to as
real-time network simulation), on the other hand, provides
a common framework for real application traffic to interact with simulated traffic, and therefore allows us to study
both network and application behaviors with more realism.
Examples of existing real-time network simulators include
NSE [5], IP-TNE [27], MaSSF [16], and Maya [31]. IPTNE is the first simulator we know that adopts parallel sim-

ulation techniques for emulating large-scale networks. The
real-time support in iSSF inherits many features of these
previous simulation-based emulators. Our approach, however, is unique in several ways, which we elaborate next.
Extending SSF API. The real-time support is designed as
an extension to the SSF API, thus making an easy transition for other SSF models that require real-time support. In
SSF, an inChannel (or outChannel) object is defined
as a communication port in an entity to receive (send) messages from (to) other entities. We extended the concept of
the in-channel using it as the conduit for the simulator to
receive events from outside the simulator (e.g., accepting
user commands arrived at a TCP socket). We extended the
API so that a newly created in-channel object can be associated with a reader thread. The reader thread converts (external) physical events into (internal) virtual events and injects
them into the simulator using the putVirtualEvent
method. A virtual event is created to represent the corresponding physical event and is assigned with a simulation
timestamp calculated as a function of i) the wall-clock time
at which the event is inserted into the simulator’s eventlist, and ii) the current emulation throttling speed (which
we will elaborate momentarily). The SSF entities receive
events from the in-channel objects as before, regardless of
whether they represent special devices that accept external events. From a modeling perspective, there is no distinction between processing a simulation event and a realtime event. Similarly, we also extended the concept of the
out-channel using it as a device to export events (for example, reporting the network state to a client application
over a TCP connection). In this case, a writer thread can
be associated with the special outChannel object. The
writer thread invokes the getRealEvent method to retrieve events designated for the external device and converts the virtual events into physical events. Each of these
events is assigned with a real-time deadline indicating the
wall-clock time at which the event is supposed to happen.
The real-time deadline is calculated from the virtual time
and again the emulation throttling speed. The writer thread
is responsible for delivering the event upon the deadline.
Throttling Emulation Speed. The system can dynamically
throttle the emulation speed (either by accelerating or decelerating the simulation execution with respect to real time).
This feature is important for supporting fault tolerance. For
example, if a simulator fails over a hardware problem, after
fixing the problem, the simulator should be able to restart
from a previously checkpointed state and quickly catch up
with rest of the system. We can accelerate the emulation
speed and use the same user input logged at the database
server to restore the state. In order to regulate the time
advancement, we modified the startAll method in the
Entity class (which is used to start the simulation in SSF),

adding an optional argument to allow the user to specify the
emulation speed as the ratio between virtual time and wallclock time—for example, a ratio of one means simulation
in real-time, “infinity” means simulation as fast as possible,
and zero means halting the simulation. An Entity class
method throttle is also added to make it possible to dynamically change the ratio during the simulation.
Prioritizing Emulation Events: We use a priority-based
scheduling algorithm in the parallel simulation kernel to
better service events with real-time constraints. In SSF, the
user can cluster entities together as timelines, i.e., logical
processes, that maintain their own event-lists. Events on the
timelines are scheduled according to a conservative synchronization protocol [18]. In a “pure” simulation scenario,
where the simulation is set to run as fast as possible, a timeline can be scheduled to run as long as it has events ready
to be processed safely without causing causality problems.
For that reason, during the event processing session, the kernel executes all safe events of a timeline uninterrupted to
reduce the context switching cost. When we enable emulation, however, the timelines that contain real-time events
must be scheduled promptly.
To promptly process the events with real-time deadlines
in the system, we adopted a greedy algorithm in iSSF assigning a high priority to emulation timelines. These timelines contain real-time objects—special in-channels and
out-channels that are used for connecting to the physical
world. Whenever a real-time event is posted and ready to be
scheduled for execution on these emulation timelines, the
system interrupts the normal event processing session of a
non-emulation timeline and makes a quick context switch to
load and process the real-time events in the emulation timeline. This priority-based scheduling policy allows the events
that carry real-time deadlines to be processed ahead of regular simulation events. Note that, however, since normal simulation events may be on a critical path that affects a realtime event, this method is not an optimal solution. We are
currently investigating other more efficient scheduling algorithms that can promptly process emulation events as well
as events on the critical path, so that the real-time requirement can be satisfied in a resource-constrained situation.

3.2. Latency Absorption
We realize that the real-time demand not only puts a tight
constraint on how we process events to reduce the chance
of missed deadlines, but also on the connectivity between
the simulator and the real applications. For example, consider a scenario in which a path is established between a
client machine running the ping application and the machine running the network simulator, as shown in Figure 3.
The client machine, which assumes the role of a host in
the simulated network (with a virtual IP address 10.5.0.12),

physical connections
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Network

virtual connections

% ping 10.0.1.19
PING 10.0.1.19: 56 data bytes
64 bytes from 10.5.0.12: icmp_seq=0
ttl=64 time=0.54 ms
64 bytes from 10.5.0.12: icmp_seq=1
ttl=64 time=0.28 ms
…
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10.5.0.12

Writer
Thread
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Figure 3: Emulation of a Ping Application
pings another host at 10.0.1.19. The ping application at the
client machine generates a sequence of ICMP ECHO packets targeting 10.0.1.19. These packets are immediately captured by a kernel packet filtering facility [17] and then sent
to the machine running the simulator. A reader thread receives these packets, and converts them to the corresponding simulation events. The simulator carries out the simulation by first putting the ICMP ECHO packets in the output queue of the simulated host 10.5.0.12. The packets are
then forwarded over the simulated network to the designated host 10.0.1.19, which responds with ECHO REPLY
packets. Once the packets return to the host 10.5.0.12, the
simulator exports the events to a writer thread, which sends
them to the client machine running the ping application. The
client ping application finally receives the ECHO REPLY
packets and prints out the result. Note that the segment of
the path between the client application and the simulated
host does not exist in the model. The problem is that the latencies of the physical connection can contribute a significant portion of the total round-trip delay. Simply on the forwarding path (from the client to the simulator), it may take
hundreds of microseconds even on a high-speed local area
network, before the emulation packet is eventually inserted
into the simulator’s event-list.1 It can tremendously affect
applications that are sensitive to such latencies.
Our solution to this problem is to hide the latencies due
to the physical connection inside the simulated network.
Since delays are imposed upon network packets transmitted from one router to another in simulation, we can modify the link layer model to absorb the latencies by send1

The delay includes the time for the sender’s operating system to capture and send the packet, the transmission time of the packet, the time
for the reader thread to receive the packet, and the time for the simulator to finally accept the event and insert it into the appropriate eventlist.

ing the packet ahead of its due time. The simulator models the link-layer delay of a packet in two parts: the queuing time—the time to send all packets that are ahead of the
packet in question, and the transmission time—the time for
the packet to occupy the link before it can be successfully
delivered, which we model as the sum of the link latency
and the transmission delay—the latter is calculated by dividing the packet size by the link’s transmission rate. Assuming that packets are sent in first-in-first-out (FIFO) order, the time required to transmit a packet is known as soon
as the packet enters the queue at the link layer. Note that, if
the FIFO ordering is not observed (e.g., packets are prioritized according to their types), one cannot predict the packet
queuing time precisely. Furthermore, if we need to provide a
more detailed model on lower protocol layers, the link state
layer may play a significant role in determining the packet
transmission time as well. In either case, we can still use a
lower bound of the packet delays in our scheme. In the discussions to follow, we assume the delays are precise for better exposition.
We use a list to store the packets in the queue together
with their precalculated transmission times. Let Tnow be the
current simulation time and P0 be the last packet transmitted over the link. T0 is the simulation time that P0 starts
transmission (T0 ≤ Tnow ). Let Pi be the ith packet in
the queue, where 0 < i ≤ N and N is the total number of packets currently in the queue.
time to transmit
PThe
i−1
packet Pi is therefore Ti = T0 + j=0 (λ + βj ), where
λ is the link latency and βj is the transmission delay of
packet Pj . Suppose that an ICMP ECHO packet is created externally at wall-clock time tR , and the corresponding simulation packet Pd is injected into the simulator at
time t0R . As a result, the packet carries a virtual time deficit
of τd = (t0R − tR )/R, where R is the proportionality constant that indicates the emulation speed (i.e., the ratio of virtual time to real time). Rather than appending the packet to
the end of the queue, we insert the packet
before packet
Pright
N
Pk , where k = max{i|i ≥ 0 and τd < j=i (λ+βj )}.2 After inserting the packet in the queue, we reduce deficit of the
packet by the total transmission
PN times of all packets behind
the packet in the queue: j=k (λ + βj ). Further improvement can be made to transmit the emulation packets even
earlier. When a packet with a deficit becomes the head of
the queue, we can simulate the packet transmission in zero
simulation time. That is, we can further reduce the deficit
by the packet’s transmission time. Note that in iSSF the delay of the link that connects hosts belonging to two separate
timelines is used to calculate the lookahead for the conservative parallel synchronization protocol. It is required that
the link latency λ for cross-timeline links must be larger
2

We do this by scanning the list from the packet at the tail of the list.
k=0 means that the packet is inserted at the front of the list.

than zero. In this case, we can only reduce the deficit by as
much as the expected packet transmission delay.
It is reasonable to insert an event with a time deficit
ahead of others in the queue. After all, were the physical
connection latencies not present, the event would have entered the queue much earlier. However, in cases where the
deficit is larger than the sum of transmission time of all
packets in the queue (the packet is therefore inserted at the
head of the queue), we can only allow the packet to continue carrying the remainder of the deficit to the next hop,
and therefore preempt events at the next hop. The process
continues until the deficit is reduced to zero, or the packet
reaches its destination. Since we do not “unsend” packets
that have been sent before the emulation packet with the
deficit arrives, this scheme is simply an approximation once
the deficit is carried to the next hop.
Another issue concerns accommodating the physical connection latencies in the reverse path (from the
simulator to the client application). A simple solution is to assume such latencies in the reverse path to
be the same as in the forwarding path, and use a deficit
of the same amount for all packets traveling in that direction. The problem with this approach is that the simulated network always tries to make up for the deficit
within the first few hops, while in fact such a deficit is expected at the last segment of the path from the simulator
to the application client. This means the interactions between the packets with deficits and other packets in simulation do not represent reality. We expect that, since in
large-network simulations there are much fewer emulation packets than simulation packets, the effect of such a
distortion may not be significant at all. We plan to quantify such effect in our future work.

4. Traffic, Attacks, and Routing
iSSFNet includes several novel techniques for modeling
traffic, network attacks, and routing of traffic flows. A key
technique employed in iSSFNet to make real-time simulation of large networks feasible is multi-resolution representations of traffic whereby the level of detail with which a
traffic flow is simulated depends on how interested we are
in the detailed dynamics of the flow. Traffic that is “in focus” (foreground traffic) is simulated with high fidelity at
packet-level detail. Traffic that represents other things going
on in the network (i.e., background traffic) is abstracted using fluid modeling, either using fine grained per-flow models, or coarse time-scale periodic fixed point solutions.
Fluid modeling [11, 15] is being explored also in other
network simulators, such as MAYA [31], IP-TN [12], and
HDCF-NS/pdns [24]. The models used in iSSFNet are
based on our previous work to develop discrete-event fluid
modeling of TCP and hybrid traffic interaction models such

that the packet and fluid representations can coexist in the
same simulation [21]. Recent work has addressed coarser
models using fixed point solution techniques [22] of flow
competition through a network, permitting several orders of
magnitude speedups [19] and thus making it possible to represent larger networks and more flows in real time.
Attack models in RINSE focus on assets at a network
resource level, i.e., things like network bandwidth, control
over hosts, or computational or memory resources in hosts.
Current attack models include DoS attacks, worms, and
similar large-scale attacks typically involving large numbers
of hosts and high intensity traffic flows. We are thus generally only interested in the coarse behavior of the attack traffic (a large volume of traffic) rather than the detailed traffic dynamics. Consequently, we leverage the coarser multiresolution traffic models for efficient attack models, including zombie hosts emitting fluid DoS flows and fixed-point
solutions of worm scan traffic intensities based on our previous work in multi-resolution worm modeling [14].
Memory and computational demands for routing of traffic have been identified as significant obstacles for largescale network simulation and emulation. Some studies [23,
9, 2] start from the premise of shortest path routes and try
to reduce computational and representational complexity
through spanning tree approximations [9, 2] or lazy evaluation [23]. Others have achieved memory reductions in detailed protocol models, such as BGP (policy based routing)
through implementation improvements [8, 4].
In iSSFNet we have developed a method for on-demand
(lazy) computation of policy based routes, as computed by
BGP [13]. For efficiency reasons and to ensure that traffic
(attack traffic in particular) can address and reach a destination network even if the destination is missing, we need
hierarchical addressing. Hence, our routing model is currently being extended to handle route aggregation. We are
thus able to preload partial (precomputed) forwarding tables based on a priori known traffic patterns in the model,
such as scripted background traffic, and compute routes for
other flows as needed.

5. Modeling Device Resources
Earlier exercises of the type RINSE is targeting indicated
the need to model not only limited network resources, like
bandwidth, but also some aspects of constraints on computational resources in hosts and routers. Partly since they may
be targeted for Denial-of-Service, but also to preclude unrealistic defensive strategies. For instance, zero cost packet
filtering allows unrealistically large numbers of filters. Consequently, we need “light-weight” models of computational
resources (CPU) and memory in RINSE, a problem that has
not received much attention in network simulation to date
since simple models have generally sufficed. For instance, a

uniformly distributed compute delay has been used in studies of simulations of BGP routing [7], or a simple fixed
cryptographic cost for S-BGP processing [20]. The sensor
networking community, being very conscious of the constraints imposed by tiny sensors, are particularly interested
in modeling the power consumption of different components, including the CPU [26].

5.1. CPU Model in RINSE
In RINSE a fair amount of detail is necessary and we
identified the following requirements on our CPU model:

task 1

1f t 1p t 

FCFS
1 t 

1 t 

processor
sharing

task 2
2f t 2p t 



task N
 Nf t  Np t 

Figure 4: Processing work model where work is handled
FCFS by tasks that are allocated “cycles” on the CPU

• Interference between different CPU intensive tasks.
• Traffic delay could result from high CPU load–in particular during abnormal (attack) conditions.
• Possibility of packet loss due to sustained high load.
• Observable CPU load: the user should be able to monitor CPU load to diagnose the system.
• Light weight: we must strive for the simplest possible
models that can at least approximately represent the
desired effects.
Thus, we require more behavior detail than many other applications do to be able to capture, at least coarsely, interactions between different tasks and traffic flows in terms of
processing. This results in significant implementation hurdles, as will be described, and the situation is also complicated by the fact that the multi-resolution representation of
traffic necessitates a multi-resolution representation of computational workload (i.e. hybrid discrete and fluid representations).
Interference: to observe interference between different
tasks, we need to model how processing cycles are allocated. The generic UNIX process scheduling mechanism3
[28] is based on priority scheduling, where process priorities are continuously recomputed to try to achieve good responsiveness and latency hiding for I/O bound tasks.
We do not want to get into the details of the scheduling mechanism, but be able to observe competition for resources. Within the CPU, a set of tasks are defined, where
a task can be thought of as a process or thread. For instance, these could be application layer processes like web
clients/servers, a database server, or lower layer functionality like a firewall process doing packet filtering on incoming packets. Figure 4 illustrates how each task services the
work it has to do in FCFS order, but cycles are allocated
among tasks using processor sharing. In this first model we
simplify the problem by assuming that the tasks we consider have roughly the same priority (same range), so that
3

It varies somewhat between different flavors. Linux has a slightly different mechanism, but for the purposes of this discussion it’s essentially the same.

they are treated equally. The requests (incoming traffic) to
each task may be a mixture of packets and fluid traffic flows.
As in the hybrid packet/fluid traffic model in [21], we form
a hybrid queue by fluidizing the packet load through estimating the packet rate. However, the service model interleaving the tasks actually make things even more complicated here than most hybrid traffic models since service is
not FIFO. Assume there are N tasks. Let λfi (t) be the incoming fluid workload rate for task i (in cycles per second)
at time t, and and µ is CPU service rate (i.e. its speed). A
packet has an associated workload, wt in cycles. By estimating the the packet arrival rate over a time window [t0 , t],
we get the estimated packet workload rate λpi (t). Let the total arriving workload for task i be λi (t) = λfi (t) + λpi (t).
We need to allocate a service rate to each task µi (t), determine backlog βi (t) and possibly lost work ξi (t). A discrete
workload arrival (packet workload) at t is always added to
backlog on arrival βi (t) ← βi (t) + wt . Note, however, that
if no discrete arrivals preceded it in [t0 , t], then λpi (t) = 0.
We consider two cases:
Non-overload, the total incoming workload rate over all
tasks is less than or equal toPthe workload service
rate the CPU can handle, i.e. i λfi (t) + λpi (t) ≤ µ.
In this case each task is first assigned the fluid service rate it requires µi (t) = λfi (t) + λpi (t). Tasks that
have any backlog (βi (t) > 0), and this applies to any
tasks processing packets, are marked as greedy. Let g
be the number
P of greedy tasks. Any left-over cycles
γ(t) = µ − i µi (t) are allocated equally to greedy
tasks µi (t) ← µi (t) + γ(t)/g. This ensures that the
backlog gets drained as quickly as possible and thus
packets are processed as quickly as possible. Consequently, fluid workload results in a processor utilization in proportion to the incoming rate, while discrete
workload results in bursts of full utilization.
Overload, the sum of the incoming fluid workload rates
and the averaged packet workload rates is greater than
the service rate of the CPU. That is, there is a sustained

overload condition. In this case the tasks are denied
cycles in proportion to their fraction of the total workload, and what cannot be handled accumulates as backlog.
λi (t) · µ
(1)
µi (t) = P
i λi (t)
An arriving discrete workload (packet) that does not
yet have an average rate estimate poses a problem in
this case. It is given µi (t) = 1 (full utilization) without affecting other flows. This is unrealistic in that the
total CPU service rate is now briefly more than µ, but
is a reasonable approximation for occasional packets.
If the packet is the first in a series with high average
workload rate, then the service rates will be corrected
the moment the first arrival rate estimate is calculated.
When a task is defined, a buffer space size bi can be assigned to it to limit the backlog and introduce the possibility of loss of work if the task cannot keep up. Packets
occupy buffer space according to their size until serviced.
Fluid flows are assumed to have a simple linear relationship between the workload rate (cycles/second) and memory used for backlog rate (bytes/second). Modeling loss in
hybrid queues is a delicate matter, as pointed out in [21]. If
a discrete workload (packet) arrives to a back-logged task
queue such that there is not enough space to fit it in the
buffer we consider the state of the queue. If it is draining,
the average arrival rate is less than the service rate, and we
assume that it will fit (replacing fluid buffer space with the
packet). If the queue is filling, we give the packet a probability of fitting into the queue equal to its proportion of the
total task load p = λpi (t)/(λfi (t) + λpi (t)).
In an overload condition tasks become coupled through
competition for CPU and through the traffic flow, with fluid
loads possibly leading to a cyclic dependency of traffic and
CPU work; an unexpected complication. Figure 5 illustrates
how we consider the cost of filtering and traffic forwarding in a firewall router, and if the CPU gets overloaded
it needs to report back to the protocol layers so that they
can reduce the traffic rate emitted. However, since the traffic flow passes first through filtering (A) and then forwarding (B) there is a feedback loop in terms of rate adjustments. When B changes its load to the CPU, it must update the serviced load for A. A must then update the traffic
rate emitted to B, which must then perform another load update to the CPU. For n tandem tasks, where work is proportional to flow rate, the principle of proportional loss (equation 1) limits the feedback. Consider the i:th task. Let fi be
the inflow, λi = ki · fi be the (offered) workload, and cni
be the cycles allocated for task i. Initially, flow rate f1 is
sent through all tasks,
Pnso equation 1 implies we allocate cycles as cni = ki / j=1 kj . Tandem dependencies means
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Figure 5: CPU control feedback on tasks and fluid flows
that fi = (cni−1 /λi−1 ) · fi−1 , and thus
λi = ki

cni−1
ki · ki−1 fi−1 · fi−1
ki
fi−1 = Pn
= Pn
λi−1
k
f
k
f
j
i−1
i−1
i−1
j=1
j=1 kj

That is, the required cycles λi to handle the adjusted inflow fi equals the fraction of cycles assigned cni , so the allocation stabilizes immediately. But completely avoiding this
feedback loop does not appear possible, so we rate limit the
feedback from the CPU to the protocol layers. Through this
rate limiting, we mimic the control delay imposed by the
scheduling mechanism and bound the computational costs
in the model.
Traffic delay: one difficult issue was how to implement
delays within the protocol stack without incurring significant overheads and code complexity. iSSFNet uses a protocol model inspired by the x-kernel design [10], where protocol sessions have a well defined common interface through
which they can be plugged together. These are the push
and pop methods. For maximum efficiency, the programming patterns used in the protocol stack are based on eventorientation through timer objects and continuations. Rather
than switch to process-orientation to support arbitrary suspension points for packet processing delays, we opted to
limit the possible suspension points to the push/pop entry
interfaces (the socket API for the application layer). Thus,
multiple delays on a packet within one protocol session
will be merged into one delay that is not incurred until the
point where the packet enters the next protocol session. The
push/pop API’s are good candidate suspension points because the state of processing of a packet (or a fluid flow)
is passed in the packet itself along with a small number
of additional parameters. Hence, we can safely assume that
there are no additional state variables earlier in the execution stack that need saving. So, upon return we continue
processing from the push or pop call without reconstructing the process stack. Other data structures in the protocol
sessions, such as queues of packets that have been delayed
pending some condition, evolve over time and thus do not
require saving.
The accumulated delay for a packet within a protocol
session is stored in the packet and thus detected as the
packet reaches the next push/pop suspension point. Suspen-
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Figure 6: Example: scp transfer
sion points can be enabled or disabled through the DML
configuration; the idea being to make it easy to aggregate
delays, and thus aggregate events, by having fewer enabled
suspension points. Displacing the suspension point from the
point in the code where the delay should take place alters the
causal ordering of state modifications in the model, i.e. the
interleaving of updates in simulation time will be slightly
altered. We believe this will not be a significant issue for
the protocols under consideration here, but more experience
with the model will be needed to bear this out.

5.2. Example
We illustrate the CPU model through a very simple example. In an experiment a 41.6 MB file was downloaded
from a Linux laptop (acting as the server) using scp (secure copy). The CPU load on the data source (server) was
monitored using vmstat. Figure 6 shows the CPU utilization during the transfer as “measured”. This scenario was
modeled in iSSFNet using its packet level TCP model. A
client host is connected directly to a server host through a
100 Mb/s link. When modeling the CPU load, we have two
choices: use a fluid representation of the load on the CPU,
or use discrete chunks of work. The fluid representation is
simple to use and has very low simulation cost. The drawback is that it is coarse and will not impose any delay on
the the packets. Discrete work is more expensive to simulate, but is more fine-grained and delays packets.
Using fluid work, we simply call a setFluid method
on the CPU, as the transfer starts, to set the instruction rate
during the transfer (we simply match the observed utilization). When the transfer is completed the instruction rate
is set back to zero. The result, shown as “fluid load”, indicates a shorter transfer time than what was measured. Alternatively, we can use discrete workloads. Examining the
OpenSSH scp implementation indicates that it transfers data
through a 2 KB buffer, so we write data to the socket in 2 KB
blocks and impose a compute delay on each block for data

transfer and encryption. The computation cost is registered
through a call to cpu.use(...) with the number of instructions used and a pointer to the socket being used. The
socket send() code hides a call to cpu.delay(...)
causing the socket processing to be suspended and delayed.
We also use a timer to add a small idle delay between each
block to model latencies. After tuning these delays, the result shown as “discrete load”, can be made to match reality
fairly well.
There is a significant difference in simulation cost between these two approaches. Using fluid CPU load, no extra events are added by the CPU model, but with the discrete workload model, each block requires a resource departure event and results in an event for drained backlog.
Thus, the total event count increases by a factor of about
2.4 and the execution time by a factor of 4. It is up to the
modeler to determine when the additional cost is justified.
Aside from approximations arising from implementation
decisions, the current CPU resource model represents many
simplifications. The principle of proportional loss is frequently used for fluid traffic and alleviates the allocation
feedback issue mentioned previously. But we see the need
for more emphasis on distinction of task priorities to better
mimic prioritization of processes and threads. For instance,
kernel level processes should be largely insulated from demands at the user level. We are looking into new allocation
policies that can prioritize demands.

6. Summary and Future Work
RINSE incorporates recent work on i) real-time interaction/emulation support, ii) multi-resolution traffic modeling, iii) efficient attack models, iv) efficient routing simulation, and v) CPU/memory resource models, to target largescale preparedness and training exercises. Described here
were efficient CPU/memory models necessary for the scenario exercises, and a latency absorption technique that will
help when extending the range of client tools usable by the
players.
Aside from model refinements, our ongoing and future
work includes more fundamental issues such as supporting
fault tolerance and efficient real-time scheduling of compute intensive tasks like background traffic calculations and
major routing changes. For example, we would like our simulation framework to permit certain background tasks, such
as background traffic calculations, to be adaptively scheduled based on higher priority load.
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